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Presentation: EDU SWG 2023_04_13 DRAFT.pptx

Recording: Education WG recording_20 April.mp4

Agenda:

Presentations (1 hour)

- Romaversitas: Presentation on education policy brief, Q&A (20 mins)
- EDUA: Discussion on education recommendations, Q&A (20 mins)
- NoBadKid: Presentation on the organization and good practices, Q&A (20 mins)

Other topics to be discussed (30 mins)

- Traumacenter: Training needs assessment
- UNHCR and Menedek: Teaching about Refugees materials
- Summer camps: who is planning what?
- Call for co-chair: next steps
- AOB

1. Presentations

Romaversitas: please see the PPT between slides 4-10

In case of any questions, comments or for potential cooperation you can reach out to Lilla Eredics, (eredics.lilla@romaversitas.hu)

NoBadKid: please see the PPT between slides 13-35

In case of any questions, comments or for potential cooperation you can reach out to Andrea Gruber, (andrea.gruber@nobadkid.org)
EDUA project:
EDUA project (supported by United Way) focuses on the education of Ukrainian children: (1) information sharing (2) community building (3) recommendation package/policy brief.

EDUA’s recommendation document is available here in Hungarian: https://uainfo.hu/2023/03/13/edua-szakpolitikai-javaslatcsomag/

Dissemination plan: approach the State Secretariate for Education, the Education Authority, National Institute of Vocational and Adult Education, the Charity Council, municipalities and different professional networks – for cooperation you can reach out to uainfohu@gmail.com.

EDUA is happy to share any information related to the education of Ukrainian children on their website: https://uainfo.hu/ (in Ukr and Hun) You can send it to uainfohu@gmail.com.

United Way: 21 June, Cross Sector Partnership Café on supporting Ukrainian refugees (venue: CEU) - details to be shared later

2. Other topics discussed

Traumacenter:
Trauma Center plans to adjust their trauma-informed training according to the needs of educational actors who work with Ukrainian children. You can support them by filling in the below questionnaire:

- English
- Hungarian
- Ukrainian

Teaching about refugees materials:

- A collection of UNHCR teaching materials on refugees, asylum and migration for kindergartens, primary and secondary education, as well as some guidance for teachers working with refugee children in the classroom.
- Dual pedagogical approach: teaching about and teaching with refugees will benefit both displaced learners and the teachers and students that welcome them.
- It is free of charge, can be downloaded from the website: https://www.unhcr.org/teaching-about-refugees.html
- Hungarian version to be shared soon with group members
- Guidebook for Teachers: https://www.unhcr.org/618bc1d64 - let Nina and Kriszti know if you would like to have some printed versions either in English or in Hungarian.

Summer camps:

Please send the info on your summer camps to Balazs and Kriszti with the following information: start date(s), length, location, activities, target group (age), capacity, contact info/way of application
Please inform us on children camps that you are aware of even if you are not the organizer!

There will be a list prepared and shared with the working group.

Call for co-chair for the Education Working Group:

Please submit interest via email with Sara & Nina until 30 April 2023, then there will be a gradual transition starting from May.